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**Toby Boraman** has been involved in various grassroots groups and struggles since the mid-1990s, including anti-capitalist protests and rank-and-file activity at work. When not a beneficiary, he has precariously wage-slaved mainly as a researcher and historian in the Treaty of Waitangi sector. After sidestepping academia for years, he very recently became employed at Massey University. He has published non-academic and academic works about libertarian socialism, strikes and the New Left in Aotearoa.

**Sue Bradford** has been a lifelong radical left activist as well as spending ten years inside the system as a Green MP from 1999-2009. She completed a PhD *A major left wing think tank in Aotearoa: an impossible dream or a call to action?* in 2014. She is now leading a project to establish Economic and Social Research Aotearoa, due to be publicly launched in September 2016. She is co-chair of Auckland Action Against Poverty; an organiser and educator with Kotare Trust; helps supervise several PhD students at AUT’s Institute of Public Policy; is an Honorary Academic in Sociology at the University of Auckland; and is on the editorial board of *Counterfutures*.

**Colin Cremin** lectures in sociology at the University of Auckland, specialising in critical theory and popular culture. He is author of several books, including, in 2015, *Totalled: Salvaging the Future*
from the Wreckage of Capitalism published with Pluto Press, and Exploring Videogames with Deleuze and Guattari: Towards an Affective Theory of Form published with Routledge. He is currently writing a book that draws on Marxist and psychoanalytic theory to examine, in the context of patriarchal-capitalism, his own relationship to and experiences of cross-dressing.

Karen Davis lives in Auckland and is a trustee of Kotare Research and Education for Social Change where she has developed participatory workshops on understanding capitalism, neoliberalism and alternative economies. She is also an activist and volunteer educator with Auckland Action Against Poverty and has a long history in the unemployed workers movement in Aotearoa. Karen copes with Auckland’s housing crisis by living in a van.

Grant Duncan lives in Auckland and teaches political theory and public policy at Massey University Albany. He has a book on social policy in New Zealand and has also published articles on public management and governance, and on the political uses of happiness. He occasionally appears in the media as a commentator but does not represent any party or movement.

Naoise McDonagh is currently undertaking a PhD in the University of Auckland on the Global Financial Crisis. The research asks about developments that have supported the emergence of anti-capitalist responses to such crises, and of how government policies of socialising corporate losses came to be legitimised in societies that maintain a stance against the socialisation of corporate profits.

Dougal McNeill teaches in the English Programme at Victoria University of Wellington. He is an editor of Socialist Review and a member of the International Socialist Organisation.

Chris McMillan is a Lecturer in Sociology and Experiential Education at Arcadia University London, as well as teaching at Birkbeck College (University of London) and Brunel University in London. He is the author of Žižek and Communist Strategy (2012) with Edinburgh University Press.

Sam Oldham is a libertarian socialist who has been involved in activist groups and trade unions in both Australia and New Zealand. He has degrees in history and political science from Victoria University of Wellington and Monash University in
Melbourne, and writes broadly on topics relating to capitalism and contemporary politics. He currently teaches at Manurewa High School in South Auckland.

**Patrick Ongley** works as a research analyst in the public sector and dabbles in sociology in his spare time. He completed a PhD at Victoria University of Wellington in 2011, looking at how changes in the nature of capitalism affect divisions of labour and structures of inequality, with particular reference to the New Zealand experience during the neoliberal era. His other research interests include the relationship between economic change, migration and ethnic inequalities – a topic on which he has published a number of articles.

**David Parker**, born and raised in Lancashire, England, came to Aotearoa in 1988. He is an activist, writer, editor and educator, and works as a postgraduate learning advisor at Auckland University of Technology. He was a regular contributor to the *Wellsharp* eco-politics blog 2007-2010. Currently David is co-chair of the Kotare Trust, a centre for Tiriti-based radical social change education located near Wellsford. His political interests include the neoliberal takeover of tertiary education institutions in Aotearoa.

**Simon Tormey** is a political theorist based in the School of Social and Political Sciences at the University of Sydney. He is the author of numerous books and articles including *Politics at the Edge*, Ágnes Heller: Socialism, Autonomy and the Postmodern, Anti-Capitalism, Key Thinkers from Critical Theory to Post-Marxism and, most recently, The End of Representative Politics. He has published articles in journals such as Radical Philosophy, Thesis Eleven, The Journal of Political Ideologies, Political Studies, Critique of Anthropology and Historical Materialism. His work has been translated into Chinese, Korean, Indonesian, Turkish, Polish, Italian, French, Hungarian and German. Simon is co-editor of ‘Reappraising the Political’, a monograph series with Manchester University Press (with Jon Simons - Indiana). For many years he was an editor of Contemporary Political Theory, one of the leading theory journals in the world.